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Welcome to JORO Experiences, 

JORO is an adventure travel specialist with over a decade 
worth of experience in building and executing logistically 
challenging adventure experiences for discerning clients.  

This brochure outlines some of our favourite adventures from 
around the world from kite surfing in Brazil to sea plane 
journeys through Scandinavia to off the beaten track safaris in 
Chad. It is a snap shot of some of the remarkable experiences 
that we have created since JORO was born and illustrates 
what’s possible when creative travel designers collaborate with 
clients who are willing to push the traditional boundaries of 
travel. 

Our team take great pride in the experiences they create and 
we strongly believe that there is a unique adventure to be 
found in every trip that we plan. We look forward to 
supporting you in creating a truly memorable experience for 
your clients. 

Best wishes, 

Duncan Over                         Henry Comyn  
Co-founder                            Co-founder                                                                             
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Northern Kenya Adventures - In Kenya’s remote north - a 
land of desert, jungle and savannah - embark on an 
expedition by dirt bike, helicopter and camel as you explore 
this untamed wilderness. This is Africa beyond the safari scene 
far from the famous reserves of the south. 

Morocco Dakar Rally - This is a high octane 4 day experience 
for a family or a group of friends. Race through the Moroccan 
semi desert in high power buggies camping out under the 
stars in a luxury desert camp. The experience culminates in a 
full day race ending with a party at a luxury riad on the 
outskirts of Marrakesh. 

DRC, Virunga Heli Safari - Explore the Democratic Republic 
of Congo by helicopter - camp on the edge of the world's 
largest active volcano, trek for gorillas in Virunga National Park 
and meet the incredible people who are working every day to 
protect this unique part of the world. ‘While there is a 
managed risk that must be considered this is one of the best 
trips I have ever taken - a true eye-opening, life-affirming 
experience that will live forever in my memory.’ Duncan - Co-
founder Joro. 

Black Pharaohs, the Pyramids of South Sudan  - Discover 
the land of the Black Phyros, a country with more pyramids 
than Egypt. The pyramids of South Sudan are still a relatively 
new discovery so visitors have the opportunity to visit active 
dig sites where new artefacts are being uncovered all the 
time.  

Northern Kenya Adventures - Travel with the nomadic tribes of northern 
Kenya on their camel assisted treks

Morocco Dakar Rally - Race through the deserts of Morocco in high powered 
dune buggies

Virunga Heli Safari - Track gorillas on the slopes of active volcanoes Black Pharaohs - Uncover the secret world of the Black Pharaohs in South 
Sudan
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Virunga Heli Safari  - The night sky glows orange in the DRC from the light of 
erupting volcanoes 

Black Pharaohs - The star gazing in the Nubian night sky is astounding Morocco Dakar Rally - Race day in Morocco!

Northern Kenya Adventures - Multi day ATV safaris in remote Northern Virunga Heli Safari - Soar over active volcanoes in the DRC Morocco Dakar Rally - Your private luxury desert camp in Morocco 
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Angola Expedition - Tavel along the Okavango into the wilds of Angola  

Ethiopia & Chad Heli Safari - A low level flight through the Simien Mountains 

Angola Expedition - Travel by boat, helicopter and foot along 
the Okavango, one of the world’s least disturbed river 
systems, searching out elephant, lion, leopard, cheetah and 
wild dog. Living out of a mobile camp you will join an 
exclusive group of only 20 people that have made this journey 
before. Learn of Angola’s bloody past and explore Lomba, the 
scene of the greatest tank battle fought in Africa. This is a true 
adventure and is for those that are looking to experience 
something new in Africa beyond safari. 

Ethiopia & Chad Heli Safari - video - Explore two of Africa’s 
most beautiful and little visited countries by helicopter. Track 
Ethiopian wolves in Bale National Park, visit the rock hewn 
churches of Tigray and explore hostile Danakil in Ethiopia. 
Travel intoTravel deep into the Ennedi desert in Chad, home 
to leopards and prehistoric rock paintings before going on 
safari in Zakouma National Park - one of the continents most 
amazing conservation stories. 

Africa’s Unknown Migrations  - Observe the lesser known 
great migrations of the bats in Zambia, the kob antelope in 
Ethiopia and the sardine run off the South African coast. These 
migrations match that of the wildebeest herds of the Serengeti 
in scale although here you won’t be caught in a traffic jam 
trying to get the best view of the river crossing. 

African Festivals, Voodoo, Gerewol & Kuomboka - These 
are some of the most authentic African experiences out there. 
Experience the Voodoo Festival in Benin (not for the faint-
hearted!), the Gerewol male beauty pageant in Chad and the 
Kuomboka festival in Zambia. Travel with an expert private 
guide on a journey that will take you far from the tourist trail.

  

Ethiopia & Chad Heli Safari - Explore the ancient rock hewn churches of 
Tigray in Ethiopia 

African Festivals - Experience the spectacle that is the Voodoo Festival in 
Benin 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eQaFW2IsPlimAbYyY7kejiNyiFVAac4s/view?usp=sharing
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Angola Expedition - The old war machines of Angola still lie where they fell 
on the battlefields

Angola Expedition - Almost wiped out - herds of elephant 500 strong can 
now be seen in Zakouma 

Africa’s Unknown Migrations - The predators of the sea follow the sardine run 
off the coast of South Africa

Ethiopia & Chad Heli Safari - Trek the Simien Mountains with 100 strong 
troops of gelada monkeys 

African Festivals - The male beauty pageant of the Gerewol in Chad 
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Ethiopia & Chad Heli Safari - Explore the Ennedi Desert - home to one of the 
world’s largest natural arches

Ethiopia & Chad Heli Safari - Fly to the Danakil Depression - the lowest point in Africa and one of the most hostile places in the world 
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Central Asian Skiing - Ski the Pakistani mountains with assistance from 
Pakistani military helicopters 

Snow Leopard Trekking in the Himalayas - Track the grey ghost of the 
Himalayas in Ladakh 

Central Asian Skiing - This is for those who want to ski a 
totally new environment far removed from the groomed pistes 
of the Alps. We can arrange ski touring in the Afghanistan 
mountains, heli skiing in Pakistan (supported by the Pakistani 
Air Force), or heliskiing in Kyrgyzstan. These adventures add a 
new dimension to the family or ‘boys’ ski trip.  

Vietnam, Son Doong Caves - Explore the world’s largest cave 
system in northern Vietnam on this 5 day expedition. This can 
be fully privatised and made as luxurious as possible with 
comfortable tents, special dinners in the caves and paddle 
boarding through the system. This is perfect for impressing 
friends and family! 

Himalayan Village Walks - Unplug from the stresses of 
modern day life and find inner peace in the scenically dramatic 
high mountain passes of the Himalayas. This is a digital detox, 
slow travel experience that sees you walk between beautifully 
renovated village houses in Northern India. We can 
incorporate white water rafting and downhill mountain biking 
which is a nice change of pace from hiking. 

Snow Leopard Trekking in the Himalayas - Track snow 
leopards, wolves and golden eagles in the jagged, arid high 
mountain passes of Ladakh, northern India. Visit ancient 
monasteries, dramatically perched on rocky outcrops, meet 
the monks that live here and connect with your spiritual side. 

Son Doong Caves - The mystical Song Doong caves

Himalayan Village Walks - Disconnect from the stress of life and explore the 
jagged peaks of North India 
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Himalayan Village Walks - Trek between beautifully resorted village houses in 
the Himalayas 

Snow Leopard Trekking in the Himalayas - Your base in the high mountain 
passes of Ladakh

Snow Leopard Trekking in the Himalayas - On the lookout for the illusive 
snow leopard 

Central Asian Skiing - Make first descents and name your very own run Son Doong Caves - Camp out within the world’s largest cave system Central Asian Skiing -  The transfers between runs are almost as good as the 
skiing itself 
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Russian Adventure, Behind the Iron Curtain - Travel with the 
Indigenous Nenet reindeer herders along century old routes in 
the Russian Arctic, go behind the scenes at the Mariinsky 
Ballet, fly in cold war MiG’s or travel to Bikal for a week of 
adventure ice sailing and karting across the world’s oldest and 
deepest lake. 

Mongolia, Adventure on The Steppe - Attend the Eagle 
Festival of Mongolia and travel with the Kazakh eagle hunters 
on horseback up into the Altai Mountains where they can best 
showcase their falconry skills and their impressive 
horsemanship. We can also arrange exclusive journeys across 
the central asian Steppe packed with adventure from horse 
riding, polo, cycling to rafting. 

Russian Heli Skiing, Kamchatka and the Kuril Islands - video 
- Ski down the sides of active volcanoes in the land of fire and 
ice, the Kamchatka Peninsula in the far east of Russia. This is 
perhaps the most remote region on earth where bears 
outnumber humans 3 to 1 and is home to some of the most 
unique heli skiing you will ever experience.   

Socotra Expedition - Explore the Island of Socotra the 
“Galapagos of the Indian Ocean” by way of luxury mobile 
camp. This garden of Eden, located 400 miles off the coast of 
Yemen is one of the world’s top centers of endemism and a 
place that very few people have visited. It is a totally safe and 
pristine environment ripe for exploration. The only downside is 
you have to fly through Yemen.

Behind the Iron Curtain - Ice sailing in Siberia is not for the faint hearted Adventure on The Steppe - Observe the legendary skill of the eagle hunters 
in Mongolia 

Russian Heli Skiing - Race bears down the slopes of volcanoes in Kamchatka Socotra Expedition - The endemic dragon blood trees of Socotra 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZuZSMXPgZBo0cFiN_VdJ6ggILsQ33Gdd/view?usp=sharing
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Russian Heli Skiing - Ski from summit to sea in Kamchatka 

Socotra Expedition - Socotra is one of those special places totally untouched 
by mankind 

Socotra Expedition - The waters around Socotra are home to an astounding 
diversity of marine life 

Behind the Iron Curtain - Travel with the Nenet reindeer herders in Northern 
Russia 

Socotra Expedition - Your private beach camp in Socotra 
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Tribal Immersion, Papua New Guinea - We have exclusive 
access to visit some of the world’s most isolated tribes in 
Papua New Guinea and be the first female foreigners to 
observe the crocodile ceremony (not for the faint hearted!). 
We also have some amazing hiking and kayaking expeditions 
here for the super adventurous.  

Remote New Zealand - Explore one of the most scenically 
dramatic countries in the world on multi day expeditions, 
travelling by mountain bike, helicopters, yachts and 4x4. This 
is perfect for families or a group of friends looking to 
experience one of the world’s most pristine environments in a 
new and exciting way. 

Solomon Islands by Super Yacht - Sail the Solomon Islands, a 
thousand island archipelago in the Coral Sea, in one of the 
world’s most luxurious expedition yachts, complete with its 
very own submarine and helicopter. Explore both above and 
below the water making use of the most extensive toy box 
ever assembled on a charter yacht. 

Tasmania Trails - This 6 day adventure sees you walk 60km 
between remote mountain cabins across the rugged 
wilderness of Tasmania - a land of waterfalls, lakes and endless 
forests with a fascinating colonial history. At the end of a day 
of hiking, wind down in the warmth and comfort of your 
private mountain cabin and tuck into a delicious three course 
dinner inspired by the islands fantastic local produce and sip 
on the intensely flavoured cool-climate wines of Tasmania.  

Tribal Immersion - Experience the Crocodile Festival in Papua New Guinea

Solomon Islands by Super Yacht - Your floating toy box in the Coral Sea Tasmania Trails - Walk between 7-12 km a day through the rugged wilderness 
of Tasmania 

Remote New Zealand - Explore the wilds of New Zealand on multi day heli 
assisted MTB excursions
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Tribal Immersion - The crocodile ceremony marks the transition from boy to 
man 

Solomon Islands by Super Yacht - Try your hand at spear fishing with locals in 
the Solomon Islands

Solomon Islands by Super Yacht - Explore the underwater world by 
submersible in the Solomon Islands 

Tasmania Trails - One of the private cosy mountain cabins in Tasmania Remote New Zealand - Multi day heli assisted kayak and rafting expeditions 
in New Zealand 

Tasmania Trails - Hike the world famous overland track through Cradle 
Mountain in Tasmania 
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Wild Patagonia - Explore South America’s southern frontier on 
multi-day white water rafting and dirt bike expeditions as well 
as on world-class heli-assisted mountain biking and hiking 
tours that take you deep into the heart of this pristine 
wilderness. Accommodation ranges from luxurious wilderness 
lodges to expedition style camps far from the tourist trail.  

South Pole Expedition  -  A true challenge that takes place 
over a whole year but is very achievable with the right 
preparation. 2 training weekends are needed before the main 
2 week expedition which will be led by renowned arctic 
explorer Justin Packshaw. This is the chance to join an 
exclusive group of explorers who have skied to the South 
Pole.

Living With The Gauchos of South America  - Travel with 
South America’s original cowboys, the gauchos, through the 
wetlands of Argentina, the wilds of Patagonia and the jungles 
of Colombia. Escape the tyranny of your inbox to immerse 
yourself in the realities of gaucho existence, and experience 
the working daily life of these legendary wanderers of the wild 
on a multi-day horseback adventure. 

Maya Discovery, Central America - Investigate the many 
active maya dig sites that are scattered throughout the Central 
American jungle with world renowned archeologists. Fly by 
helicopter deep into the jungle and uncover never before 
seen ancient maya cities.

The Gauchos of South America - Travel with the gauchos through the wilds 
of Patagonia 

South Pole Expedition - Push yourself to the limit and achieve something 
extraordinary 

Maya Discovery - Discover lost cities and help archeologists uncover the 
secrets of the Maya

Wild Patagonia - Set off in your expedition 4x4 for a self drive trip through 
Patagonia 
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The Gauchos of South America - Sample the best of gaucho style open fire 
cooking

Maya Discovery - Who knows what you will discover in the jungles of Central 
America 

Maya Discovery - Howler monkeys provide the soundtrack to your Maya 
discovery

The Gauchos of South America - Ride with the cowboys of Colombia South Pole Expedition - Reach your goal - the South Pole!South Pole Expedition - Take the first step toward becoming a polar explorer
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Desert Island Survival - Learn the skills you need to survive on a desert island 

Pablo’s Hippos - Work with rangers to track and dart hippos living in the 
Colombian wetlands 

Kite Surf Brazil - video - Brazil’s Northern coast is home to 
some of the planet’s best kitesurfing as well as one of the 
world’s least well know but most beautiful national parks, 
Lençóis Maranhenses. Learn from local champion kite surfers 
and explore this wild coast on multi day expeditions along the 
coast. 

Desert Island Survival -This trip is designed to teach you how 
to survive on your own, using only the resources around you, 
before testing your mental and physical strength with a 
challenging 48 hour isolation period on a deserted tropical 
Island in Panama. This is an amazing experience to take with 
family or a group of friends. 

Top Diving Live-a-boards, Socorro & Cocos - Experience two 
of the world’s top dive destinations, Isla Socorro and Isla 
Cocos that sit in the Pacific Ocean off the coast of Central 
America by way of expedition yacht. Dive with giant manta 
rays, whale sharks, humpbacks and take a submarine down to 
observe the hundred strong schools of hammerhead sharks 
that patrol these waters. 

Pablo’s Hippos, Conservation in Colombia  - This is an 
amazing conservation experience that takes you from the 
jungles of Colombia to the plains of Africa. Work with rangers 
to dart the hippos, introduced to the country by Pablo 
Escobar, that have become a pest in recent years. Once 
captured fly with them to Africa where they can be released 
into their natural habitat.   

Kite Surf Brazil - Kite surf the crystal clear lagoons of the Lençóis 
Maranhenses National Park

Socorro & Cocos - Your expedition yacht in Cocos complete with submersible 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AMMhX4mlmGE#action=share
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Pablo’s Hippos - Travel with the conservation team to Africa where the hippos 
are released 

Socorro & Cocos - Your luxury live-aboard dive yacht in Socorro Kite Surf Brazil - Explore the wild North coast of Brazil on multi day kite 
surfing expeditions 

Desert Island Survival - Gather your mates and see if you got what it takes to 
survive!

Socorro & Cocos - Dive with giant manta rays which can grow up-to 7 meters 
wide 
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Yukon 1000, Alaska - Join the world's longest paddle race 
and follow in the footsteps of early adventurers, travelling by 
canoe through an untouched Alaskan wilderness that few 
humans have ever seen. Enter the race and test your physical 
and mental fortitude as you cope with the staggering feat of 
paddling 18 hours a day for 10 days. Alternatively take things 
slow and enjoy the ride as your private guide takes you on the 
scenic route. 

Baffin Island Heli Ski - video  -  Heli ski on Canada’s largest 
island, a 500,000sqkm area of pristine arctic wilderness, 
homeland of the Inuit and polar bears. Stay in an exclusive use 
luxury private camp set at the foot of the world’s largest 
granite cliffs. Ski with Canada’s top backcountry guides down 
fresh powder slopes in the morning and head out on polar 
bear safaris by snowmobile in the afternoon. 

Super Cub Skiing Alaska  -  Explore 13 million acres of true 
Alaskan wilderness by Super Cub ski plane. These mountains 
also offer up some incredible opportunities for lodge-based 
ski touring and exploration by snowmobile as well as some 
world class ice climbing. Your home for this week of adventure 
is a beautifully renovated hunting cabin complete with wood 
fired hot tub. 

Colorado Cat Skiing  -  Escape the mainstream colorado ski 
resorts for this authentic 6 room luxury ski lodge. Here you’ll 
find some of the deepest and freshest powder, with over 450 
inches of snow falling annually. Our snowcat will give you 
access to some of Colorado's most remote backcountry skiing.

Yukon 1000 - Canoe the Yukon, a 1,000 mile journey through Alaska’s 
untouched wilderness 

Baffin Island Heli Ski - Ski some of the most remote mountains in the world 
on Baffin Island 

Super Cub Skiing Alaska - The Super Cubs give you access to an incredible 
powder wilderness 

Colorado Cat Skiing - The cosy rooms at  your authentic ski lodge in 
Colorado 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1whQVZ9eFclxKn03dMlrlo9cuOJNAwh8I/view?usp=sharing
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Super Cub Skiing Alaska - This is true backcountry skiing 

Colorado Cat Skiing - This boutique lodge gives incredible access to some of 
the world’s best powder

Super Cub Skiing Alaska - Relax in your wood fired hot tub after a day of 
skiing 

Baffin Island Heli Ski - One of the eco tents at your private camp on Baffin 
Island 

Colorado Cat Skiing - Carve fresh lines in Colorado with the help of the snow 
cats 
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The Great Bear Rainforest - On the Pacific Northwest coast of 
Canada lies the Great Bear Rainforest - a coastal wilderness of 
misty fjords, skyscraper high waterfalls and vast river valleys - 
home to orca, humpback, wolves and sea-lions as well as 
bears both grizzly and spirit. Spend a week exploring ‘the 
Amazon of the North’ aboard the beautifully restored 4 cabin 
yacht Pacific Yellowfin. Between September and October you 
can explore this ancient forest during the salmon run. Your 
indigenous First Nation guides will show you the best spots to 
watch bears and wolves hunt salmon in the forest streams. 

The Great Migration of the Caribou - In the remote reaches 
of the Candian Arctic lies one of the world’s best wildlife 
experiences. Spend 10 days exploring the Northwest Passage 
- fat bike the ice-flow looking out for beluga and narwhal, 
watch muskoxen do battle on the tundra, or take to the skies 
in a helicopter to view the 350,000 strong migration of the 
Caribou. Join them on their epic journey keeping an eye out 
for the wolves and polar bears which follow in their wake. 

Utah Adventure Weekend - Utah is nature's most perfect 
playground defined by its red-rock mesas, skinny slot canyons 
and crystal clear lakes. From a private luxury camp on the 
shores of Lake Powel we can arrange a high octane weekend 
of adventure for a group of friends. Race through canyons on 
jetskis, heli bike or hike Zion Valley and end the day by flying 
to the top of a Mesa to enjoy sundowners 1,000 feet above 
the valley floor.   

The Great Bear Rainforest -  Once used in WW2 Pacific Yellowfin has been 
beautifully restored

Utah Adventure Weekend - Your private camp on the shores of Lake Powell The Great Migration of the Caribou - Follow the migration of the Caribou in 
the Canadian Arctic 
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The Great Bear Rainforest - Watch spirit bears catch leaping salmon during 
the salmon run

Utah Adventure Weekend - Sundowners on-top of a 1,000 foot mesa The Great Bear Rainforest -  Kayak with orca in the Great Bear Rainforest 

The Great Migration of the Caribou - Fat bike through the ice flow in the 
Northwest Passage 

The Great Migration of the Caribou - Spot belugas and narwhal from shore 
in North Canada
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Scandinavian Seaplane Safari  - Journey through the low 
arctic by seaplane on this Scandinavian safari. Soar through 
impossibly steep sided fjords under the midnight sun stopping 
to fish, hike, kayak and whale watch, you can even swim with 
orcas in the chilly waters. Accommodation ranges from luxury 
wilderness lodges to our mobile tented camp where you can 
gather around the fire in the evenings to cook your daily 
catch.

Blimp to The North Pole - The journey begins on the remote 
outpost of Svalbard, home of the polar bear. Board the largest 
aircraft ever built, an enormous luxury airship, for its inaugural 
voyage to the North Pole (ready for 2023). Travel with famed 
arctic explorers who will reveal the secrets of the region. After 
exploring this incredible environment take your fur lined seat 
at the world’s most northerly dinner party before beginning 
the journey home. 

Dog Sledging Expedition, Sweden  - Explore Europe's last 
great wilderness, the Swedish high arctic - a land of grand 
mountain ranges, endless forests and countless pristine lakes - 
on a 5 day dog sledding expedition. Spend the first night in a 
cosy log cabin getting to grips with your dog team before 
setting off into the arctic wild for three nights of camping in 
expedition tents. 

Scandinavian Seaplane Safari - Explore remote fjords by seaplane in 
Scandinavia 

Blimp to The North Pole - Sample world class cuisine and learn from polar 
explorers on your voyage 

Scandinavian Seaplane Safari - Mountain bike the craggy high mountain 
passes around Lofoton

Dog Sledging Expedition - Drive your dog team through the heart of this 
frozen wonderland 
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Scandinavian Seaplane Safari - The seaplane can take you deep into the 
backcountry far from civilisation 

Dog Sledging Expedition - Bond with your dog team on this 5 night 
adventure 

Blimp to The North Pole - Travel by airship over a frozen landscape 

Scandinavian Seaplane Safari - Camp out under the stars in Arctic Norway Dog Sledging Expedition - Your mobile expedition camp in Arctic Sweden Blimp to The North Pole - Sit down at the world’s most northerly dinner party 
at the North Pole 
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Gravity Race Series - Master the Jet Suit and enter the Gravity Race Series

Kite Ski Greenland - Traverse Greenland by kite ski 

Gravity Race Series - Travel to an ex RAF base just outside 
London for a weekend of intensive training on the world’s 
foremost 1,050 hp jet suit (jet pack) which can reach speeds of 
up to 85 mph. After completing your training you will have the 
option to purchase your very own custom jet suit and join the 
Gravity Race Series - F1 for jet packs! 

High Octane Hebrides - video - The West coast of Scotland is 
an incredible place to explore with friends and family. Spend 
your days cruising between exclusive whisky distilleries on 
high speed RIBs, enjoying fresh BBQ lobster and scallops, 
playing private golf courses, stalking deer, race dune buggies 
and explore this stunning environment by foot or from the air 
by paramotor. 

Sail & Ski Norway - Sail into the Arctic Circle, through 
breathtakingly beautiful fjords, aboard the elegant 3 cabin 
sailing yacht, Firebird, for a week of world class ski touring. 
The quality of the snow and diversity of the descents offer 
exciting skiing for all abilities, although a certain level of 
physical fitness helps to make the most out of the mountains. 
Besides skiing there are opportunities to see the northern 
lights as well as whale watching, dog-sledding and 
snowshoeing. 

Expedition to Kite Ski Greenland - After completing 2 
training weekends in Norway set out to traverse the world’s 
second largest ice cap by kite ski on a 1-2 week expedition. 
This is an incredibly rewarding experience that will push you 
mentally and physically, and leave you with the skills needed 
to pursue further polar exploration.  

  

High Octane Hebrides - Sample world class whiskies on the distilleries 
private dock  

Sail & Ski Norway - Ski down the fjords of Norway from summit to sea

https://drive.google.com/file/d/15h3qSBAkJbWajPzKwY2WN0WUM09SJVZ-/view?usp=sharing
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High Octane Hebrides - Play private golf courses in the Hebrides 

Gravity Race Series - Become the real life Iron Man Sail & Ski Norway - Your floating chalet, the luxury cruising yacht, Firebird Kite Ski Greenland - Journey into the teeth of one of the most hostile places 
on our planet 
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Il Palio di Siena - Attend one of Italys greatest festivals, Il 
Palio di Siena, - an adrenaline fuelled medieval horse race on 
packed clay through the heart of one of the most beautiful 
cities in Tuscany. At the core of Il Palio are Siena’s 17 contrade 
- or neighbourhood teams. Travel behind the scenes as guests 
of the Giraffa contrada and join them for the ceremonial pre 
race feast that takes place outside their local church. 

Heli Ski Greenland - With mountains, glaciers, and the 
northern lights, Greenland truly embodies the spirit of Arctic 
adventure. Aboard the Class I Icebreaker M/Y Legend, you 
have the opportunity to experience the beautiful remoteness 
of this frozen landscape, while staying on the most luxurious 
expedition yacht in existence. Now you can enjoy the super 
yacht experience without the super yacht prices by chartering 
1 of 13 cabins instead of the whole vessel. Take the helicopter 
from the yacht right up to the summits and enjoy exquisite off-
piste skiing, set off on boat safaris to look for polar bear or 
venture into the depths in the onboard submersible to seek 
out rare marine life. 

Il Palio di Siena - Attend the ceremonial Giraffa clan dinner the day before 
the race

Il Palio di Siena - The heart pounding medieval race Il Palio  

Heli Ski Greenland - The onboard helicopter gives you access to some 
exquisite off piste skiing 

Heli Ski Greenland - The world’s finest luxury expedition yacht M/Y Legend 
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Heli Ski Greenland - Keep an eye out for the local arctic wildlife Heli Ski Greenland - Explore the frozen depth in Legends onboard submarine 
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Next Steps…

The nature of operating journeys at the frontier of travel 
means that the situation on the ground changes daily. 

If you are interested in discussing any of these adventures we 
highly recommend that you get in touch with us at the earliest 
opportunity so that we can start the planning process. 

By starting early it will help us to secure the best 
accommodation and guiding for your trip. If the situation 
changes we will discuss all the available options with you and 
make a decision on the best course of action to ensure a 
thrilling adventure. 

The adventures listed in this brochure are just an example of 
what we can create at JORO. Our inspiration ultimately comes 
from you and we look forward to developing an entirely 
bespoke adventure based off your passions. 
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